




















SUMMARY

I. Title

The Development of Verification and Validation Technology for

Instrumentation and Control in NPPs

II. Objectives and Importance of the Project

In most other industries, the analog instrumentation and control(I&C)

systems are being replaced by digital systems and computers. This digital

technology provides lots of advantages. So it is recommended that nuclear

industries adopt the modern digital and computer technology to improve

nuclear power plant(NPP) safety, availability and operating functions.

However, application of digital technology in NPP is faced with safety and

reliability concerns such as common mode failure and software verification

and validation(V&V). Difficulties arising from software problems can affect

plant safety, reliability and availability. Assuring software reliability is a

major issues which must be met, if the promise of digital technology is to be

realized in NPP.

It is necessary to adopt digital technology for instrumentation and

control systems to be designed in the near future. However, in applying

the digital technology to nuclear power plants, we should ensure that it does

not endanger the safety and reliability of the plant. Verification and

validation of the function and performance of digital system should be done

before installation in NPPs. The objective of instrumentation and control

functional test facility is to validate newly developed digital control and
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protection algorithm, alarm reduction algorithm, and the performance of

operator support system, etc.

III. Scope and Contents of the Project

In this project, Codes and Standards such as Reg. Guide and IEEE Std.

are reviewed and analysed to find out the issues for application of digital

technology. The V&V field is divided into hardware V&V and software

V&V. Hardware V&V addresses quality assurance program, common mode

failure measures, commercial grade dedication process and electromagnetic

interference compatibility for the I&C systems of NPPs. The software V&V

research program is to develop and establish the V&V methodology for the

design and implementation of the digitalized I&C systems. The scope of the

software V&V covers three sub-topics, studying the basic technologies on

the software V&V, developing the guidelines for the software V&V, and

establishing the tool environment of software V&V. Based on the analysis of

the V&V technical status, the detail development plan is to be built. The

purpose of V&V development plan is to produce a high reliable methodology

of software V&V in Korea. This project will construct the environment of

software V&V where several technical research activities of software V&V

are to be performed.

Another item of this project is to build an environment for the Test and

Validation Facility which is composed of hardware using VXI bus and

software which consists of mathematical model of PWR. The functional test

facility software consists of mathematical modeling which simulates 3 loop

;>re:-surizer water reactor, 993 MWe Westinghouse plant and supervisory
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program that comprises all the instructions necessary to run the test

simulator. The Hardware equipment provides interface between host computer

and simple test panel or developed target systems to be tested. The Interface

module can provide Ethernet or VXI interface to developed prototype using

shared memory and also provide the display page for the value of simulated

variables. Graphic user interface supports an easy and friendly interface

between test simulator and users. Graphic user interface developed using

Picasso-3 graphic tool developed by the Halden Reactor Project.

IV. Result

We found essential problems followed by digitalizing of instrumentation

and control. A scheme is divided into hardware and software to resolve these

problems. We have analyzed the hardware V&V methodologies about common

mode failure, commercial grade dedication process and electromagnetic

compatibility. We have reviewed codes and standards to be a consensus

criteria among vendor, licensee and licenser. Then we have described the

software V&V requirements under 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR 52 in the United

States Nuclear Regulatory Commission(NRC) and presented vendor's

approaches to cope with the licensing barrier. At last, we have surveyed the

technical issues related to developing and licensing the high reliable software

for digital I&C systems. These technical issues let us know the development

direction of our own software V&V methodologies. The software V&V

research program is to develop and establish the V&V methodology for the

design and implementation of the digitalized I&C systems. The scope of the

software V&V covers three sub-topics, studying the basic technologies on
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the software V&V, developing the guidelines for the software V&V, and

establishing the tool environment of software V&V. For the first sub-topic,

we have studied several basic technologies, the safety kernel technique for

software in the digital I&C system, safety issues in real-time software,

software classification, the evaluation method of commercial off-the

shelf(COTS) software, the formal methods, and so on. For the second

sub-topic, we have developed several guidelines, the software classification

guideline, the quality assurance handbook for the software in digital I&C, the

software V&V planning guideline, and the software safety guideline. Finally,

we have constructed the integrated environment for the safety-critical

software based on the Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools.

We surveyed a trend and application case of test facility for

establishment of functional requirements. Input/output interface which

connects among the host computer and developed target and panel are

designed and manufactured using VXI bus. The functional test facility can

provides proper test signal to target systems which need test and validate.

When the malfunction is activated, the accident trend curve show the

mathematical modeling flows the pressurized water reactor characteristics.

The developed functional test facility is used for test and validate the

automatic start-up intelligent control system, the dynamic alarm system, the

accident identification system using hidden Markov model, and the intelligent

logic tracking system. The result of evaluation of the above systems shows

the functional test facility performance is sufficient in normal operating and

transient conditions.

IV. The Plan of Applications
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The established environments, methodologies, and techniques for verifying

and validating the safety of the software in the digital I&C systems can be

usefully applied in the many projects, which have a plan to digitalize the

safety I&C systems, for example, Korea Liquid Metal Research Reactor,

Korean Next Generation Reactor, Ulchin 5&6, YGN 5&6, and the digital

upgrade of the Kori unit 1. And also these methodologies can be utilized in

developing the Korean licensing criteria for the digital I&C systems in

nuclear power plants.

The functional test facility will be necessary test and validate of the

expansion of above developed systems. Dynamic mock-up or simulator is

requested when develop the Man-Machine Interface System (MMIS) in NPPs.

The functional test facility can be applied development of Korean Next

Generation Reactor MMIS. Also, the functional test facility is required to test

and validate the function of modified design of control and protection system

in near future NPPs. The functional test facility will be used to verify and

validate the process control algorithm in Kori unit 1 digital upgrade.
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£.4. NUREG/CR-4640^11^^ - 2 . ^ } * ^ 4 ^ 4

o requirements for the supplier's SQA program

o auditing of the supplier's SQA program

o nonconformance of a supplier

o transfer of responsibility

9.2 Review and Audit

Review^ Auditor

. review^ audits ? t ^ € #4^ 7}^^ vH\-%-^ IEEE Std

1028-1988*11

review, audits ^ -§-4

o software requirements review

o preliminary design review

o critical design review

o software verification review

o functional configuration audit

o physical configuration audit

o in-process audit

o managerial review

9.2.1 Technical reviews
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Technical review-2]

. technical review^] JL^*flo> § ifl-8-

-I-
o review team members

audit

SQA H l - J i r f t ^ ^ ^ ? 1 71^ 3-£7f ^o} ^ * ^ m

o review procedures

software review 7 ] ^ cj~g- ^ S . ^ 1 ^ % 1̂̂ 1*>JL

- Ethnotech Review Handbook, Ethnotecj Inc. 1979

- Guidelines: Software verification, Westinghouse, 1983

- Structured Walkthrough, Yourdon, 1978

o review types

review # ^ cf-

3\ ^-A^ A review^

Quality Assurance Plans"

o software requirements review

o preliminary design review

o critical design review

o software verification review

o managerial review

IEEE Std-1986 "Guide for Software

9.2.2 Audits
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o functional configuration audit

functional configuration auditor 4 : S ^

o physical configuration audit

physical configuration auditor

^sfl ^ * | ^ i ^ - . <^7l^l^ SRS, software design description,

documents-^3]- ^ - ^ 7

o in-process audits

walkthrough1-]- inspection^-0]

3 *-^-^ audits

o SQA audits

°1 audits SQA program

SQA audit report^ n

9.2.3 Corrective action

in-process audit0!]

audits QA

, fit, conventions 1-

4 documents

Review, audits4
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Appendix A-l : CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING SOFTWARE QUALITY

ACCOUNTABILITY : The ability to measure use of computer resources by

a module or program. Critical segments of code can be instrumented, with

probes to measure, timing, to determine whether specified branches are

exercised, etc. Codes or subroutines used for probes are preferably invoked

by conditional assembly or compilation.

ACCURACY : The extent that the code's outputs are sufficiently precise to

satisfy their intended use.

AUGMENTABILITY •" The extent that the code can easily accommodate

expansion of computational functions within components or data storage

requirements.

COMMUNICATIVENESS : The extent that the form and content of the

code's inputs and outputs facilitate assimilation, usefulness, and

understanding. Communicativeness also includes those attributes of the

software that provide standard protocols and interface routines required to

couple the system with another independent system.

COMPLETENESS : The extent that the code's required functions are

present and fully enveloped. External reference documents must be available

and the required functions coded and present as designed.

CONCISENESS : The absence of redundant or excessive coding and the

assurance that the required functions are implemented with a minimum

amount of coding. Conciseness implies that the program is not excessively

fragmented into modules, overlays, functions, and subroutines; and that the

same sequence of coding is not repeated in numerous places (rather than

defining a subroutine or macro).
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CONSISTENCY : The extent that the code contains uniform notation,

terminology, comments, symbology, and implementation techniques. Internal

consistency implies that coding standards are uniformly adhered to; e.g.,

comments are not unnecessarily wordy in one place, while being scanty at

another; the number of arguments in subroutine calls match with the

subroutine header, etc.

External consistency refers to the extent that the code's contents are

traceable and conform to the requirements and design. External consistency

implies that variable names and definitions, including physical units, are

consistent with a glossary, or that there is a one-to-one relationship between

functional flowchart entities and coded routines or modules.

CORRECTNESS • The ability of the software to produce specific outputs

when given the specific inputs, and the extent to which a program satisfies

its specifications and fulfills the user's mission.

DEVICE EFFICIENCY : The extent that the operations, functions, or

instructions provided by the code are performed without waste of computer

resources (CPU time, I/O channel capacity, core memory, ect). thus a

program may be efficient with respect to one device (e. g., CPU time) but

not to another (e. g., core memory), implying that it is not efficient with

respect to the overall set of resources it employs.

DEVICE INDEPENDENCE : The ability of the code to be unaffected by

changes to the computer hardware or peripheral equipment. For independence,

coding directly related to a specific hardware device should be minimized,

isolated, and identified.

EFFICIENCY : The extent to which the code performs its required functions

without waste of resources. Choices of source code construction must be
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made to produce the minimum number of words of object code; where

alternate algorithms are available, those taking the least time should be

chosen; information-packing density in the core should be high, etc.

ERROR HANDLING : The code's ability to handle errors due to hardware

or software failures in

CAPABILITY : away that the resulting system performance degrades

gracefully rather than catastrophically.

HUMAN ENGINEERING : The extent that the code fulfills its purpose

without wasting the users' time and energy or degrading their morale. Inputs

and outputs should be self-explanatory, understandable, unambiguous, and

designed to avoid misinterpretation, this attribute implies robustness and

communicativeness.

INTEGRITY : The extent to which access to software or data by

unauthorized persons can be controlled.

INTEROPERABILITY : The effort required to couple the code system to

another independent code system.

MAINTAINABILITY : The extent that the code facilitates updating to

satisfy new requirements, to correct deficiencies, or to move to a similar

computer system. This implies that the code is understandable, testable, and

modifiable.

MODIFIABILITY - Characteristics of the design and implementation of the

code that facilitate incorporation of changes, once the nature of the

desired change has been determined.

PORTABILITY : The extent that the code can be operated easily and well

on computer configurations other than its current one.

RELIABILITY : The extent that the code can be expected to perform its
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intended functions satisfactorily under normal condition. In a reliable system,

abnormal conditions may cause degraded performance but will not result in

erroneous performance masked as correct performance. Reliability implies that

the program will compile, load, and execute, producing answers of the

requisite accuracy; and that the program will continue to operate correctly,

except for a tolerably few instances, while in use. Reliability also implies that

the code is complete and externally consistent.

REUSABILITY : The extent to which a program or its pieces can be used

in other applications, Reusability is related to the packaging and scope of the

functions that programs perform.

ROBUSTNESS : The extent that the code can continue to perform despite

some violation of the assumptions in its specification. Robustness implies, for

example, that the program will handle inputs or intermediate calculated

variables that are out of range or in different format or type than specified,

without degrading the performance of functions mot dependent on the inputs

or variables.

SELF-CONTAINEDNESS : The extent that the code performs its explicit

and implicit functions within itself. Examples of implicit functions are

initialization, input checking, and diagnostics.

SELF-DESCRIPTIVENESS : The extent that the code listing contains

enough information for a reader to determine or verify its objectives,

assumptions, constraints, inputs, outputs, components, and revision status.

Commentary and traceability of previous changes by transforming previous

versions of code into nonexcitable but available code provide for

self-descriptiveness.

Self-descriptiveness is necessary for both testability and understandability.
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SIMPLICITY Implementation of functions in the most understandable

manner, usually requiring avoidance of practices that increase complexity.

STRUCTUREDNESS: The extent that the code possesses a definite pattern

within its interdependent parts. Structuredness implies that the program

design has proceeded in an orderly and systematic manner, that standard

control structures have been followed in coding the program, etc.

TESTABILITY: The extent that the code facilitates the establishment of

test plans, designs, procedures, and implementation.

TRACEABILITY : Those attributes of software that provide a thread

from requirements to implementation, with respect to the specific development

and operational environment.

UNDERSTAND ABILITY : The extent that the code's functions are clear

to the reader. Understandability implies that variable names or symbols are

used consistently, modules of code are self-descriptive, and the control

structure is simple or in accordance with a prescribed standard. The program

should contain no hidden meanings or operation" characteristics that come to

light only after months of use.

USABILITY :The effort required to learn, operate, prepare input, and

interpret output of a program.
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Appendix A-2 : EXAMPLE QUESTIONS TO BE ADDRESSED FOR

PROCURED SOFTWARE,

DEVELOPER-USER INTERACTIONS

• To what extent does the user participate in the following steps of the

software development process:

- software requirements specification?

- software design specification?

- software verification/validation?

- reviews and audits?

• After transfer of the software of the software to the user, what further

obligations/responsibilities reside with the developer? who in the user

organization will monitor these actions to assure performance?

SOFTWARE LIFE CYCLE

• Does the developer ascribe to and actually utilize a software life cycle for

software development?

• If so, what is the life cycle, and does it meet the user's needs and

requirements?

• What assurance does the developer provide to the user that the life cycle

has been implemented as represented; i. e., what traceability is provided?

PROBLEM REPORTING/CORRECTIVE ACTION

• How does the developer report software problems and corrective actions

to the user?

• Conversely, how does the user report problems to the developer?
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• What positions within each organization represent the point of contact for

problem reporting?

• Will the developer/supplier address the magnitude of problems, corrective

actions, and possible consequences, of are these the responsibilities of the

user?

CONFIGURATION CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT

• What methods of configuration control and configuration management are

used by the developer?

• When are new versions of software issued by the developer? Does the

user receive updated versions, or must they be purchased?

• Does the user receive a read-only version of the software?

• How is the source code protected and stored?

VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF THE SOFTWARE

• How is verification and/of validation (V and/of V) performed?

• What documentation is provided on the V and/or V process?

• To what extent has V and/or V been systematically conducted; i. e., is V

and/or V equated with acceptance testing by the developer?

DOCUMENTATION

• What documentation is included along with the software?

User's manual?

- Theory and algorithms used?

- V and/or V documentation?

- Requirements and design specifications?
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Appendix A~3 : SRS review checklist

A. Is software requirements specification (SRS) in conformance with the

SRS documentation and any other company guidelines?

1. Does a formal SRS document exist?

2. Are the necessary sections present?

3. Does each section contain the required information?

4. Is the SRS document in the recommended format?

5. Does the SRS conform to documentation guidelines?

6. Are the technical requirements in concurrence with administrative and

contract requirements?

B. Does the SRS reflect an understanding of the problem to be solved?

1. Are the requirements consistent with the Statement of work for

the program?

2. Are the models that are specified appropriate for the problem

being solved?

3. Are the numerical techniques that are appropriate for the problem

being solved?

4. Are the algorithms that are specified appropriate for the

problem being solved?

5. Have the program functions been partitioned in a manner

consistent with the problem to be solved?

6. will the program, as specified, solve the problem?

7. Are the equations scientifically correct and consistent with the

requirements?

8. Is the full scope of software development understand, and are

problem areas explicitly noted?
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9. Is the operational environment correctly understood?

C. Are the requirements complete?

1. Are the ultimate software products completely defined and is

adequate documentation required?

2. Are documentation standards established for all

deliverable and non deliverable software?

3. Is all software to be used, identified?

4. Are system startup, restart, and batch or interactive

program execution procedures identified?

5. Are user requirements addressed?

6. Are human engineering requirements and problem areas identified?

7. Are goals for the software identified?

8. Have the expected level of changes been in the system and the

time required to implement changes been considered?

9. Is each functional requirement explicitly, quantitatively, and

testably defined in terms of inputs, processing, outputs,

data requirements, interfaces, accuracy, timing, exception

handling, constraints, and performance?

10. Are the requirements mapped from system specifications

into correct software requirements specification?

11. Are the software requirements identified? If not, are possible

approaches described well enough so that possible software

requirements are indicated?

12. Do the requirements include the functions implied by the

statement do work?
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Input/output

1. Are display contents and layouts described?

2. Are program inputs identified and described the extent needed to

design the program?

3. Are required program outputs identified and described to the

extent needed to design the program?

4. Does the SRS include required behavior in the face of improper

inputs and other anomalous conditions?

Data

1. Are procedures identified for purging and updating data bases?

2. Are data security and protection against data loss provided for?

3. Are the logic data base and its access mechanisms defined?

4. Is each entity or relationship that is mentioned in the

requirements also defined in the data dictionary, and vice versa?

5. Are requirements specified for security, accuracy, who requires

access to the information, and how quickly it is needed?

Interface

1. Are the person-machine interfaces and operational procedures

clearly defined?

2. Is adequate attention given to both the hardware-to-software

and software to-software interfaces?

3. Is conformance with system accuracy control and interface control

specifications (i. e., other equipments, operators, other software
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and data/data bases) stated?

4. Are external system interfaces definitions accurate and complete?

5. Are operational interfaces with the computer program,

including both hardware and software, identified, or are

there references to the specifications that define those interfaces?

6. Are applicable non operational interfaces that are related to

computer program support and code generation identified, such as

system, loaders, other utility programs, or unique support

hardware? Are references to appropriate documentation of

these interfaces identified?

7. Do the requirements identify external interfaces and fully

specify required program behavior with respect to each?

Performance

1. Are performance requirements for each function described in

separate paragraphs? do these paragraphs include source and type

of inputs, and destination and type of outputs?

2. Are requirements for system resource margins adequately specified?

Error Processing

1. Are provisions made for transition to degraded or manual

modes if the system or subsystem fails?

2. Are adequate provisions made for system backup and redundancy?

3. Are the software and hardware diagnostic capabilities adequate?

4. Is error processing login described : i. e., does the software

indicate improper, incorrect, or out~of-range inputs?
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Environment

1. Are the software tools required for development, testing, and

maintenance of the software described, and are they deliverable?

2. Does the SRS describe the operational environment into which the

program must fit?

3. Do the specifications tell what the computer program must do,

how will, and under what conditions, and do they describe the

environment in which it is to operate?

4. Have software support and modification requirements been

initially identified?

5. Have support tools, facilities, and recruitment and training

of support personnel been addressed?

Constraints

1. Are explicit limits for the systemG. e, what it should and

should not do) defined, and are constraints identified?

2. Are the volume and throughput expectations for the system identified?

3. Are the system protection and security requirements identified?

4. Does the SRS include applicable timing and sizing constraints?

D. Are the requirements correct?

1. Are the requirements consistent with the program's Statement of Work?

2. Are the requirements consistent with documented descriptions and

known properties of the operational environment into which the

program must fit?
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3. Do interface requirements agree with document descriptions and

known properties of the external interfacing elements?

4. Do input requirements correctly describe inputs whose format,

content, data rate, etc. are not at the discretion of the designer?

5. Do output requirements correctly describe outputs whose format,

content, data rate, etc. are not at the discretion of the designer?

6. Do requirements concerning models, algorithms, and numerical

techniques agree with standard references, where applicable?

7. Do the project manager and user management have any differences

over interpretation of the requirements?

E. Are the requirements consistent?

1. Is the SRS free of internal contradictions?

2. Are the models, algorithms, and numerical techniques that are

specified mathematically compatible?

3. Are input and output formats consistent, to the extent possible?

4. Are the requirements for similar of related functions consistent?

5. Are the accuracies required of inputs, computations, output, etc.

compatible?

6. Are the style of presentation and the level of detail consistent

throughout the document?

7. Is the mapping of software requirements from the system

specifications consistent compete, and accurate?

8. Are software system limits and capacities compatible with the

system specification?

9. Are vertical and horizontal consistency and compatibility
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achieved between requirements?

10. Are system availability requirements consistent with the

system's intended operation, and will they require reasonably

priced hardware or software?

11. Is any information entity defined more than once unnecessarily

(i. e., is there redundancy)?

12. Can each input entity be related to a source of information?

13. Is each input entity related to a derived entity or output entity?

14. Is each output entity related to a derived or input entity?

F. Are all requirements clear and unambiguous?

1. Can all requirements be adequately interpreted?

2. Can all requirements be interpreted in only one way?

3. Are the requirements sufficiently detailed to prevent misinterpretation?

4. Are the requirements organized and presented in a way that

promotes clarity (for example, use of tables and lists in place of

text, where applicable)?

5. Does the SRS differentiate between program requirements and

other information provided in the specifications?

6. Are the data base and data requirements clearly stated?

7. Are the requirements for software structure, etc., clearly stated?

8. Are requirements stated singularly, clearly, and concisely?

9. Are the performance requirements stated in a manner that

will support unambiguous design and test?

10. In each definitions and description of an entity or relationship

understandable and consistent with requirements specification
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guidelines?

11. Are system/sub system limitations and restrictions clearly stated?

G. Are the requirements feasible?

1. Is the necessary technology fully developed and are the

approaches to its utilization mature?

2. Are the specified models, algorithms, and numerical techniques

state of the art?

3. Can the models, algorithms, and numerical techniques be

implemented within the constraints imposed on the system and on

the development effort?

4. Are the quality attributes specified for the program achievable,

when viewing the program both by its parts and as a whole?

5. Are the required functions attainable within the available resources?

6. Is the hardware available?

7. Is the hardware of sufficient size to perform debugging?

8. Are adequate development and test facilities available?

9. Are hardware/firmware/software tradeoffs sufficiently discussed,

and are adequate flexibility and growth potential retained in the result?

H. Does the SRS contain adequate provision for program verification and

acceptance

1. Are requirements stated in testable terms?

2. Are acceptance criteria specified for each requirement?

3. Can quantitative terms(e. g., ranges, accuracies, tolerances,

rates, boundary values, and limits) used in stating requirements
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be recorded as evidence of satisfaction?

4. Are the acceptance criteria consistent with use of any of the following

- results obtained from similar computer programs

classical solutions

accepted experimental results

- analytical results published in the technical literature

benchmark problem?

5. Is the source of each requirement or derivation shown, and are

all requirements traceable to or derived from a higher level

specification?

I. Does the SRS avoid placing undue constraints on program design and

implementation?

1. Is there justification for including in the SRS constraints

in the SRS on design or implementation?

2. Is the specification limited to defining requirement, and how will it be

done?

J. Does the SRS have sufficient quality requirements?

1. Does the SRS include the desired quality requirements(e. g.,

requirements for performance, reliability, accuracy, portability,

maintainability, user friendliness)?

2. Are the factors that lead to quality and reliable software sufficiently

well defined? Are modularity, structuredness, descriptiveness, consistency

simplicity, expandability, testability, device independence,

robustness/integrity, and accessibility required?
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Acronyms and Terminology

Acronyms

I&C : Instrumentation and Control

CI : Configuration Item

CM : Configuration Management

DFD : Data Flow Diagram

ERD : Entity Relationship Diagram

IV&V : Independent Verification and Validation

KNR : Korea Nuclear Reactor (virtual reactor)

QA : Quality Assurance

QC : Quality Control

SDLC : Software Development Life Cycle

SRS : Software Requirements Specification

SRR : Software Requirements Review

SSR : Software Specification Review

SDD : Software Design Description

SDR : Software Design Requirements

SQAP : Software Quality Assurance Plan

SVVP : Software Verification and Validation Plan

V&V : Verification and Validation
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Terminology

baseline : A specification or product that has been formally reviewed and

agreed upon, that thereafter serves as the base for further

development, and that can be changed only through formal change

control procedures

error : A human action that produces an incorrect result. For example, an

incorrect action on the part of a programmer or operator

software : Computer programs, procedures, and possibly associated

documentation and data pertaining to the operation of a

computer system.

configuration management : A discipline applying technical and

administrative direction and surveillance to identify and document the

functional and physical characteristics of a configuration item, control change

to those characteristics, record and report change processing and

implementation status, and verify compliance with specified requirements.

configuration item : An aggregation of hardware, software or both, that is

designated for configuration management and treated as a single entity in the

configuration management process

configuration control : An element of configuration management, consisting

of the evaluation, coordination, approval or disapproval, and implementation of
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change to configuration items after formal establishment of their configuration

identification.

software life cycle : The period of time that begins when a software

product is conceived and ends when the software is no longer available for

use. The software life cycle typically includes a concept phase, requirement

phase, design phase, implementation phase, test phase, installation and

checkout phase, operation and maintenance phase, and sometimes, retirement

phase.

software validation : The process of evaluating a system or component

during or at the end of the development process to determine whether it

satisfies specified requirements.

software verification : The process of evaluating a system or component to

determine whether the products of a given development phase satisfy the

conditions imposed at the start of that phase.

software verification and validation report : The SVVR should describe

the results of the execution of the SVVP. This includes the results of all

reviews, audits, and tests required by the SQAP.

Testing : The process of an analyzing a software item to detect the

difference between existing and required conditions(that is bug) and to

evaluate the features of the softwre
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Test case : A set of test inputs, execution conditions, and expected results

developed for a particular objective such as to exercise a particular objective,

such as to exercise a particular program path or to verify compliance with a

specific requirement

Test plan : A document describing the scope, approach, resources, and

schedule of intended test activities. It identifies test items, the features to be

tested, the testing tasks, who will do each task, and any risks requiring

contingency planning
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Software Quality Assurance Plan

1.0 Purpose

1.1 Introduction

The Software Quality Assurance Plan (SQAP) describe the requirements

and methodology to be followed by the KNR MMIS Software Development

Team in the development, installation, procurement, using, maintenance, and

testing software to be used for nuclear safety related functions for the KNR

MMIS systems.

Software to be developed and used by KAERI for the KNR MMIS

system shall be classfied as follows.

° Type I (safety critical software)

° Type II (importance for safety) + [AI related]

° Type III (ordinary importance) + [AI related]

° Type IV (administration software) + [AI related]

The classification establishes the criteria and methods to be used to

assign the MMIS function analysis of an KNR NPP to four Type I, II, III

which depend on the importance of the safety and Type IV with no direct

safety role.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) shall be added in relation to the consequences

of their AI such as fuzzy set, nueral network, heuristic approach etc. when

required to do so.
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The SQAP include software configuration management plan and

software verification and validation plan in other section.

1.2 Scope

Applicable to software quality assurance which is developing, installation,

procurement, using, maintenance used in software safety related function in

KNR Project. All of the MMIS software should be assigned to classify

according to their importance for safety. The classification of MMIS software

can be carried out following the KNR NPP function analysis, task allocation

and MMIS system design.

All software modules developed or used within a system shall be

documented according to class using KNR MMIS software classification

criteria

1.3 Software Life Cycle (SLC)

Software Development Life Cycle (SLC) includes a concept phase,

requirements phase, design phase, implementation phase, test phase,

installation and check out phase, operation and maintenance phase and

retirement phase. These phases may overlap or be performed iteratively. The

number of phases and each phases of software development will depend upon

the software classification and complexity of the software. Software

qualification is assured through the process of reviews and audits, product

analysis, testing at the different stages of software development. Software

Verification and Validation Plan (SVVP) shall provide the detailed plan for
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V&V activities throughout the software life cycle. The SVVPs are shown in

KAERI Safety-critical Software V&V Guideline. (KAERI/TR-885/97)

2.0 Reference documents

o NUREG/CR-4640, Handbook of Software Quality Assurance Techniques

Applicable to the Nuclear Industry,

o NPX80-SQP-0101.0, Software Program Manual

o IEEE Std 730-1989, Software Quality Assurances (ANSI)

o IEEE Std 983-1986, Guide for Software Quality Assurance Planning

(ANSI)

o IEEE Std 610.12-1990, Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology

(ANSI)

3.0 Management

The management of all software for the KNR MMIS project covers the

entire software life cycle, including both the development and operational

phase. It includes management of the software quality assurance function, the

software configuration management functions, the establishment of standards,

scheduling of all reviews and verification and validation, preparation of the

software quality assurance and the software configuration management plans.

3.1 Organization

The implementation of an effective SQAP is the responsibility of all
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persons involved in the KNR MMIS software development process. Each

person responsible for the software development shall perform their work in

accordance with established standards, methods, and procedures identified in

this SQAP. All of the Software development life cycle activities for KNR

MMIS project shall be performed by the I&C engineering department, MMIS

development division, instrumentation systems engineering division, control

and protection systems engineering division, plant information systems

engineering division, computer systems engineering division etc. The I&C

engineering department is responsible for the execution of all quality

assurance tasks including self software verification and validation in

non-safety software and software configuration management. But, Safety

critical software shall be performed Independent Verification and Validation

(IV&V) team. The KNR MMIS project manager has the overall

responsibilities for management of the SQAP

The I&C engineering department prepares and maintains quality

program. The I&C department shall ensure that Software and related

documentation has been developed according as the standards specified in this

SQAP. It includes ensuring that the documentation standard, the testing

procedure and the coding standard will be developing.

A software configuration management responsibilities shall be defined under

the responsibility of MMIS PM at the completion each phase of the software

life cycle. The configuration items shall be implemented that ;

a. uniquely identifies each configuration.

b. identifies changes to configuration items by revision ; and

c. provides the ability to uniquely identify each configuration of the

revised software.
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3.2 Responsibilities

All responsibilities described in this section to be performed by the

MMIS development department, as shown in 3.1 section.

3.3 Tasks

Most of the tasks are listed in the software life cycle phase for which

they will be performed involving software design and development,

implementation, operation and maintenance. Besides, a set of SQA tasks

needs to be established.

The software tasks list consist of the following :

o analysis and enforcement of policies, procedures, and standards

o certification and testing of software

o education and training of personnel performing SQA tasks

o SQA audits of

- design

- configuration management

- test planning, test execution, test reporting

- verification and validation

3.3.1 SQA Planning Phase

The SQAP should be performed. This includes SVVPs, SCMPs and

also several procedures (not defined) shall be developed by MMIS
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development department.

The SQAP shall reflect the screen design building tools, CASE tools,

database tools, and related technique. The software development methodology

should be employed.

3.3.2 Requirement Analysis Phase

The period of time in the SLC during which the requirements for a

software product are defined and documented.

System Analysis (SA) determine which software functions are needed and

the inputs, processing, and outputs required for each function in KNR. The

SA outputs are SRS.

During this phase, the requirements that the software must satisfy are

identified and recorded, usually in a document called the software

requirements specification (SRS).

An SRS is the most significant in terms of its effect on quality of the

final product.

An SRS should include detailed of the quality of software and its

testability. It must contain enough information to frame the problem so that

the software design can address the functions correctly.

3.3.3 Design Phase

The period of time in the SLC during which the designs for

architecture, software components, interfaces, and data are created,

documented, and verified to satisfy requirements
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An Software Design Specification (SDS) is to separate the system into

functional parts so that each part is a cohesive unit that carries out, as

independently as possible, the functions specified in the software requirements

specifications. This is a key activity in developing the modular structure of

the program. The division of the problem into hierarchies of related modules

represents a major step in the completion of the final design. A detailed

design specification, which is usually designated as the software design

description (SDD). It may consist of words, algorithms, design tables,

program languages or other choices.

3.3.4 Implementation Phase

The period of time in the SLC during which a software product is

created from design documentation and debugged. During this phase, the

detailed software design is translated into a high level or assembly level

programming language. Compilation and assembly errors are corrected and

removed obvious errors. During this phase, testing does not formally

constitute the testing phase of the software life cycle.

3.3.5 Testing Phase

The period of time in the SLC during which the components of a

software product are evaluated and integrated, and the software product is

evaluated to determine whether or not requirements have been satisfied.

During the testing phase, program components are combined into the overall

software code, and testing is performed according to a developed
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Test (Software Verification and Validation) plan. Testing during this phase

determines whether all the requirements have been satisfied and is performed

in accordance with the reviewed software verification and validation plan.

Test results are evaluated and test and verification reports are prepared to

describe the outcome of the process of the SVVP.

3.3.6 Installation and check out phase

The period of time in SLC during which a software product is

integrated into its operational environment and tested in this environment to

ensure that it performs as required.

When testing and system installation have been completed acceptance

testing that leads to ultimate certification is begun. Acceptance testing should

be done by an independent organization. On completion of acceptance testing,

a functional configuration audit (FCA) and a physical configuration audit

(PCA) are conducted and the software is turned over to the user for

implementation. Concurrent with all of the previous phases is the preparation

of the user and maintenance manuals. These documents require input from

the SRS, SDS, SDD and the testing documentation.

3.3.7 Operation and Maintenance Phase

The final phase in the SLC is operation and maintenance. At this

point, the software has been accepted for operational use. Further activity

consists of modifying the software to remove latent errors or to respond to

new or revised requirements. Because changes are inevitable in this phase,
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Software Configuration Management Plan (SCMP) must be established as an

another section.

3.3.8 Retirement phase

When a software product is no longer needed or has been superseded

by a later revision, the PM shall notify users in the termination of the

software and shall take necessary steps to prevent access to the software.

4.0 Documentation

Documentation can be considered a software productas as much as the

software itself., and is subject to the same confoguration management and

control.

All documents list shall be made of lifetime QA record in accordance

with the KAERI QAP 17.1. In case of lifetime QA record, two copies shall be

stored at the separate locations and in conditions that provide protection

against damage; deterioration or loss, until transferred to the client. Storages

shall be arranged to prevent damage from moisture, temperature, and

pressure. The documents list shall be provided as shown in Table form when

specified in the SQAP.

4.1 Purpose

The objective of imposing documentation standards is to ensure uniform

quality. This does not mean that all software will be documented to the same
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level of detail. The detail needed depends on the application, complexity, and

expected life span of the software. Documentation standards and procedures

must be adhered to rigidly.

4.2 Minimun Documentation Requirements

4.2.1 Software Requirements Specification (SRS)

The SRS is mandatory for the KNR MMIS project. The SRS

describes what the software is to do and software performance can be

measured. The SRS should clearly describe each software(for example,

Information Processing System, Safety Parameter Display System, Intergrated

Process Status Overview etc.) requirement(function, performance, design

constraints, and attributes of the software and external interfaces). Each SRS

shall be verified in accordance with SVVPs. The SRS should specify in detail

the requirements agreed on by the MMIS software developer and the

software safety verification and validation team at KEPCCKif any). The major

quality problem is not the SRS but its lack or inadequacy

4.2.2 Software Design Description (SDS, SDD)

The Software Design Specification (SDS) is a technical description of

how the software will meet the requirements set forth in the SRS. The SDS

describes the major functions of the software such as data base, diagnostics,

external and internal interfaces, and the overall structure. The Software

Design Description (SDD) involves detailed descriptions of the operating
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environment, monitors, timing, system throughput, tables, sizing, modeling,

etc.

Each SDD shall be traceable to the requirements set forth in the SDR,

and shall include Module Specification (MS) to begin coding in the

implementation phase. Verification of SDD's shall be performed in accordance

with KAERI Safety critical Software V&V Guideline(KAERI/TR-885/97).

4.2.3 Software Verification and Validation Plan (SVVP)

The SVVP should describe the following for each phase of the

software life cycle : the verification and validation tasks; tools, techniques,

methods and criteria; inputs and outputs; schedule; resources; risks and

assumptions; and roles and responsibilities for accomplishing verification and

validation of the software. KAERI Safety-critical Software V&V Guideline

provides detailed guidance for the SVVP's(KAERI/TR-885/97).

4.2.4 Software Verification and Validation Reports (SVVR)

The SVVR should describe the results of the execution of the SVVP.

This includes the results of all verification review result, the result of all

audits, all validation test results, and problem reports and corrective actions

required by the SQAP. The SVVR summarizes the status of the software as

a result of the execution of the SVVP. It describes any major deficiencies

founds; provides the results of reviews, audits, and tests; and recommends

whether the software is ready for operational use.
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4.2.5 User Documentation

User Documentation should specify and describe the required data,

input sequences, options, program limitations, and other activities/items

necessary for the execution of the software. User documentation shall be

developed by software developer team during test phase, the installation and

checkout phase. All error messages should be identified in text meaningful to

the user and possible corrective actions described. The KNR project prepared

user documents shall be as follows:

° User's Manual

° Operations and Maintenance Manual

° Installation Guide

A means for transmitting to the user-identified errors to the MMIS

software develop teams or software operations and maintenance group should

be provided.

User documentation should include the following items :
0 user instructions that contain an introduction, a description of the

user's interaction with the system, and a description of any required

training for using the system.

° a system narrative

° input/output specifications

° samples of original source documents and examples of all input

formats, forms, or displays

° data entry instructions for data preparation, data keying, data

verification, data proofing, and error correction
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° references to all documents or manuals intended for users

° a description of system limitations
6 a description of all possible error situations and how the user should

react to these situations

4.3 Other Documentation

Other documentation that might be created during the course of a SLC

includes the following.

o Software Development Plan (SDP)

° Software Configuration Management Plan (SCMP)

° Standards and Procedures Manual

° Trainning Manual

° Project File

5.0 Standards, Practices, Conventions and Metrics

5.1 Purpose

The standards, practices, and conventions are essential to SQAP. The

objective of imposing this section is to ensure uniform quality as much as

possible..

A software standard means the methods and procedures that should be

carried out to complete a specified software task. A software practice means

the methods and techniques to be used to carry out a particular software

related activity. Conventions are the uniform patterns or forms for arranging
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data or presenting information to provide consistency and to facilitate

understanding. These standards, practices and conventions shall be assured

and controlled via in this SQAP.

5.2 Contents

5.2.1 Documentation Standards

Documentation standards and procedures must be established early in

the MMIS software development process and must be adhered to rigidly. The

development of documentation standards is one of the initial activities of the

Software Safety Verification and Validation (SSVV) Team. All documents

developed for the KNR MMIS Project shall comply with the requirements for

format and content described in this Section 4.0

5.2.2 Design Standards

The basis for software reliability is design. Good design should be

accompanied by careful proof reading. The use of graphical techniques and

the use of top down design are Structured Analysis and Structured Design

(SA/SD) methologies. The standards to be used during design phases will be

described in a SA/SD guidelines.

5.2.3 Coding Standards

The Several coding standards will be used on this MMIS project.
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Coding standards to be issued are as follows.

° Sequecer Program Coding Standard

° Assembly Language Software Coding Standard

° C/C++ Software Coding Standard

° Display Generation/Database Software Coding Standard

The program name should be included in all source code and each

version derived from every element. Each version of a program must be

given a unique version number. The version number should be referenced in

any testing results obtained from the program as well as the date on which

the program was tested. Naming and labeling convensions should be unique.

5.2.4 Testing Standards and Practices

The objective of testing is to attempt to determine the correctness

and completeness of an implementation with respect to requirements and

design documentation by attempting to uncover faults. Software testing

methodologies, policies and practices shall be described in the Test Plan. Test

Plan should also be provided specific format and content for test procedures,

the set of test case, and test result report.

5.2.5 Operation and Maintenance Standards

Operation and maintenance standard ensure maintenance, development

and support is planned and systematic. However, some items can be

considered unique to the operation and maintanance phase. Items are as

follows :
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° defines

- management structure

- responsibility

- interface between personal

° describes

- quality system

- practices adopted

^ computing environment

6.0 Reviews and Audits

6.1 Purpose

The specific technical reviews and audits of software development plans

and schedules should be identified in this SQAP. The purpose of this section

is to address the review and audit requirements throughout the software life

cycle. The review of MMIS software under development is the primary

method used by SSVV team to assure quality. The MMIS project

participants and their DOR should be identified. As a minimum, the following

reviews and audits should be conducted.

o software requirements review (SRR)

o software design review (SDR)

o software verification review (SVR)

o functional configuration audit (FCA)

o physical configuration audit (PCA)

o in process audit
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o managerial reviews

6.2 Technical Review

Technical reviews shall evaluate specific software elements (such as

functions, modules, subsystems, or integrated systems) to ensure that the

requirements are adequate technically feasble and complete. The technical

review should be performed by individuals having sufficient technical

expertise to provide a review all activities. Independent checking should be

performed by an engineering or technical group. Review participants should

be independent of those developing the program logic and technically

competent in areas related to the program tasks. Checklists can be effectively

used in the course of the technical review.

6.2.1 Software Requirement Review (SRR)

The Software Requirements Review (SRR) constitutes an evaluation

of SRS. Th SRR is held to evaluate the SRS to ensure that it is complete,

verifiable, consistent, maintainable, modifiable, traceable, and usable during the

operation and maintenance phases. The results of the SRR should be

documented and include a record of all deficiencies identifies and a plan and

schedule for corrective action. After the SRS is updated to correct these

deficiencies, the document should be placed configuration control, establishing

the baseline to be used for software design and other efforts throughout the

life cycle.
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6.2.2 Software Design Review (SDR)

Software Design Review shall determine the technical adequacy,

completeness, consistency and correctness of the detailed software design

before the start of actual coding. The purpose of the SDR is to evaluate the

acceptability of the detailed design depicted in the software design description

(SDD) to establish that the detailed design satisfies the requirements of the

SRS. Documentation of the results of the review should identify the

discrepancies found during the review and should be included in the SVVP in

order to aid the independent reviewer.

6.2.3 Code Verification

The objective of the Code Verification is to verify that the code

implementation decisions are consistent with good software engineering

practice based on expert opinion and the code meets the software coding

standards. Code verificatoion is to identify ambiguities and incompleteness in

the SDD. The methods and frequency of this review shall be specified in the

SVVP.

6.2.4 Software Verification and Validation Report

The Software Verification and Validation Report Review shall be

performed to evaluate the adequacy and completeness of the SVVR. The

review shall verify that all reviews and tests have been properly documented

in the SVVR. SVVR review shall be performed by an independent reviewer
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not associated with the KNR MMIS development of the S W P .

Documentation of the results of the review should record on a Comment

Record form(s). The updated SVVP when placed under configuration control,

establishes the baseline for the software verification effort.

6.2.5 Testing Review

The Testing Review shall be conducted to ensure that the software

activities are prformed and documentation prepared in accordance with the

SVVP and its supporting test plan, test cases, test procedures, recording the

output, and assessing the test results. The testing review shall be performed

by an independent reviewer and be documented on a Comment Record

form(s). The testing review process shall be documented in the SVVP.

8.0 Problem Reporting and Corrective Action

8.1 Purpose and Scope

The purpose of problem reporting and corretive action is tp ensure that

the defects are documented, corrected, assessed for their validity and to

provide data for measuring and predicting software quality and reliability.

Problem reporting and corrective action procedures shall span the entire

software life cycle and all software class identified in this SQAP.

This procedures ties together the requirements of the SVVP and SCMP.

V&V activities are the primary vehicle to uncover software problem, while

the SCMP shall ensure that actions taken to ensure formal processing to
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resolve these problems.

8.2 Problem Reporting

Failures, malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations, defective materials and

equipment, and nonconformances, and comments identified as a result of

testing, review shall be documented in a formal manner. The appropriate

configuration identification data for each deficient software item or document

shall be included on the appropriate form. The form should include the the

following items as a minimum.

o a description of the problem and proposed corrective action

o authorization to implement the change

o a list of all items expected to be affected by the change

o an estimate of the resources required for the change

o identification of the personnel involved in the origination and

disposition of the problem report and in the resolution of the problem

o identification number and date

In the case of a TER, each form shall include space for a description of

the resolution and any retest or review required after the resolution. Copies

of all completed TER forms shall be distributed by the independent reviewer

to CEO management and placed under configuration management per the

system specific SCMP. All TER forams shall be placed in a permanent QA

records.

8.3 Corrective Action
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The objective of the corrective action is to prescribe instructions for

reporting conditions adverse to quality and for documenting, evaluating and

verifying corrective action in order to minimize the potential for unidentified

effects during life cycle.

Corrective action report should be documented on TER's and CR's by

the MMIS developer should be completed by the due date. If a resolution is

not received by the specified due date, the problem shall be escalated to the

appropriate level of management. This escalation process is continued until a

responsed received. If the response is not found to be acceptable, or if the

corrective action is found to be inadequate during follow-up, another CAR

shall be issued using the same number and issued to the appropriate level of

management required to resolve the problem. Once the IR is satisfied with

the corrective action taken, the report form shall be signed off and entered

into the form central log. When all corrective action has been completed and

verified as required, the CAR is closed by signature and date on the CAR

9.0 Tools, Techniques, and Methodologies

Software development for KNR shall use a number of technique to help

assure all software is designed, implemented, and documented in accordance

with the KNR objectives of building software which meets the requirements

and which is maintainable over time in the most cost effective manner. The

tools, techniques and methodologies employed in this process shall ensure

that the software is verifiable from each phase of the project to the next.

The SA/SD methodologies are defined modeling strategy with CASE tool.
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o When building from the ground up, specifying the information model

is the first step. A formal information model specifies entities,

relationships & attributes. Information model is made up of an Entity

Relationship Diagram (ERD)

o An Environmental Modeling (EM) provides a logical,1 global view of

the MMIS design. It defines the environment of the MMIS design

and the interface between the MMIS and the environment. An EM

defines the scope of the MMIS design.

o The Behavioral Modeling (BM) is the last step for structured

analysis. The BM describes the detailed functionality.

o After an structured analysis, in order to work on Structured Design

(SD) it is necessary to move from BM to structured design by use

of transform analysis rule, transaction analysis rule, and

control transform analysis rule etc.

o The resulting product by SA/SD methodologies with CASE tool

should be demonstrated to be of sufficient quality of Type I class in

the MMIS.

10.0 Code Control

The purpose of code control is to describe the methods and facilites used

to maintain, store, distribute, ptotect, and document controlled versions of

the identified software during all phases of the software life cycle.

Once a code baseline has been established, the operating code should be

put under SCM and placed in a centralized computer program library. The

software to be controlled consist of computer-readable documentation and
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executable code. The particular types to be controlled on a KNR project

should be followed by KAERI QAP 3.5. In particicular, Classfied Type I

software should be a candidate for control.

10.1 Physical media control

The mothods and facilities used to protect computer program physical

media from other unauthorized individuals or inadvertent damage or violations

of many computer systems by hackers are described herein. Adequate

protection from unauthorized access to computer program media should be

protected through password control or hardware access protection including

limited access program libraries, encryption, external markings, and

proprietary statements identifying the controlled programs.

10.2 Media Identification

Typical storage media includes floppy disk 5.25 inch and 3.25 inch, tape

cartridge, removable hard disk pack etc. All files shall be maintained the

backup file. A log shall be maintained which cross references serial numbers

to files backed up. All of medias should not be exchanged, renamed or

initialized without prior approval. The stored software is accessible only to

authorized persions that demonstrate need of access.

10.3 Archival Requirements

All project softwares are designated as Quality Records. Two copies
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shall be stored at the separate locations (Alternate File, Permanent File each)

and in conditions that provide protection against damage, deterioration or loss

etc. The storage vault shall be arranged to prevent damage from excessive

light, electromagnetic fields, moisture, temperature, and pressure.

11.0 Supplier Control

11.1 Procurement of Software Development/Services

Software designed and developed for a specific purpose by a supplier

under contract to KAERI or supplier services to modify previously existing

software configurations under contract to KAERI, shall be subject to the

following controls :

a. Suppliers developing or supplying software services under contract

shall be required to have written software quality polices and

procedures which meet KAERI QA policy and the requirements of the current

edition of Part 2.7 of ASME NQA-1. Procurement documents may, at

purchaser's option, specify that KAERI will participate in reviews of the

software development effort with the supplier.

b. Procurement documents shall require the supplier to deliver, or make

available for review by KAERI, documentary evidence of compliance with the

principles of this SQAP.

c. Procurement documents shall require the supplier to deliver adequate user

documentation and test procedures/test cases sufficient to permit validation

by KAERI during installation and checkout.

d. Procurement documents shall require the supplier to promptly notify
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KAERI of errors discovered in the software. The Project Manager shall be

responsible for reporting errors discovered by KAERI to supplier.

11.2 Procurement of Completed Software Packages

Software developed for general purpose applications and generally

available as a completed package and obtained "as-is" shall be controlled as

follows :

a. Completed software package may be procured as non-safety related

commercial products, and the software program and documentation

itself need not be subjected to verification and validation, but the

results of its use for safety-related applications must be verified and

validated.

b. Completed software package such as operating system software which

are utilized as modules or parts of a large configuration may be

considered verified and validated when the large configuration has

been verified and validated.

11.3 Approved Software

These are computer programs which have been reviewed by the

regulatory organization with respect to models, procedures and results. The

versions of these codes employed shall have been shown to give substantially

identical results with similar codes or code versions maintained by the

regulatory or their consultants. Additional verification and validation is not

required. Regulatory organization approval shall be referenced on the
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computer Program Certificate.

12.0 Records Collection, Maintenance, and Retention

See •' KAERI Software Verification and Validation Guideline for Developing

Safety-critical Software in Digital I&C System of NPP(KAERI/TR-885/97).

Refer to : 3.8.1 QA records of 3.8 Control of V&V materials

13.0 Trainning

See '• KAERI Software Verification and Validation Guideline for Developing

Safety-critical Software in Digital I&C System of NPP(KAERI/TR-885/97).

Refer to : 3.4.4 Identify Training Requirements of 3.4 Plan the V&V

Organization

14.0 Risk Management

See •" KAERI Software Verification and Validation Guideline for Developing

Safety-critical Software in Digital I&C System of NPP(KAERI/TR-885/97).

Refer to : 3.2.2 V&V and Software Safety Activities

3.3.5 Software Safety Planning
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1.0 Purpose

The purpose of this plan is to establish requirements for the V&V process

to be applied to the engineering of safety critical software used in real-time

control and monitoring systems in nuclear power plants.

The goals of this V&V plan, when applied to a specific project, are to:

o Improve the system reliability

o Reduce system costs by exposing errors as early as possible

o Provide a systematic oriented process of objectively evaluating the

system's performance

o Demonstrate compliance with customer requirements, industry

standards and licensing requirements

2.0 References Documents

o ANSI/IEEE Standard 1012-1986, IEEE Standard for Software

Verification and Validation Plans,

o (Draft Material) Guidelines for Verification and Validation of Software

related to Nuclear Power Plant Control and Instrumentation,

o IEC 880, Software for Computers in the Safety Systems of Nuclear

Power Stations. International Electrotechnical Commission 1986.

o IAEA Technical Report 282. Manual on Quality Assurance for

Computer Software Related to the Safety of Nuclear Power Plant.

IAEA Vienna 1988.

3.0 Definitions
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Verification : Verification is the process of determining whether or not the

products of a given phase of the software development cycle fulfill the

requirements established during the previous phase.

Validation : Validation is the process of evaluating software at the end of

the software development process to ensure compliance with software

requirements.

4.0 Verification and Validation Overview

This section describes the organization, schedule, resources,

responsibilities, and tools, techniques, and methodologies necessary to perform

the software verification and validation.

4.1 Organization

This section describes the organization of the V&V efforts,

o The relationship of V&V to other efforts :

- development:

- project management:

- quality assurance:

- configuration or data management:

- end user'

o the lines of communication within the V&V efforts

o the authority for resolving issues raised by V&V tasks

o the authority for approving V&V products
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4.2 Master Schedule

This section describes

o the project life cycle and milestones'- (including completion date)

o summarize the scheduling of V&V tasks:

o how V&V results provide feedback to the development process to

support project management functions:

4.3 Resources Summary

This section summarize the resources needed to perform the V&V tasks

(including staffing, facilities, tools, finances, and special procedural

requirements such as security, access right, or documentation control)

4.4 Responsibilities

This section identify the organization elements responsible for performing

V&V tasks.

o identify the specific responsibility of each elements for tasks assigned

to more than one element,

o may be a summary of the roles and responsibilities defined in each of

the cycle phases.

4.4.1 Design Team

The composition of the design team shall be established in terms of
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the functions that are required within the team. The following functions are

fulfilled by one or more people depending on project size and complexity,

o Lead Engineer:

- Responsible for all technical matters in the development system.

- Shall have the responsibility for the development of the software

design requirement and software design specification documents.

- Global decisions on the structure of the software, decomposition, and

data base are made by the lead engineer.

- Supervises the rest of the design team in the technical matters,

o Programmer

- Develop the code and provide the details for the software design at

the module level to meet the software design requirements.

o Librarian

- The maintenance of the software library.

- ensures that a project's software conforms to library standards,

retains records of the software modules in use and revision levels,

and assures the procedure for software changes are followed.

o Language Expert

- Supplies the technical information on the programming language that

is used.

o Hardware Expert

- To maintain all hardware in working order in the "as delivered"

system configuration.

- Should have software experience in order to assist in writing

software drivers.

o Design Team Supervisor
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- Performs all the administrative functions for the system development

in the project.

- Including the development planning, budget, and scheduling, as well

as the necessary administrative interfacing.

4.4.2 Verification team

The composition of the verification team shall be established by the

functions carried out, similar to the manner of the design team. The

following functions are fulfilled by one or more people depending on project

scope and complexity,

o Lead Verifier

- Is responsible for all technical matters concerning the verification of

the system.

- Has the responsibility for the development of the verification

requirements and validation test procedures documents.

- To check the documentation complied by the design team for

completeness and un ambiguity.

o Verifiers

- Check the portions assigned to them with the use of the project

validation test procedures and requirements documents.

o Verification Team Supervisor

- Performs all the administrative functions for the system verification

in the project.

- Including the verification planning, budget, and scheduling, as well as

the necessary administrative interfacing.
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4.4.3 V&V Testing Strategy

Verification team shall evaluate the test documentation and results and

supplemental testing as deemed necessary. The emphasis shall be placed on

assuring that the documentation detailing the system, hardware and software

functional requirements and performance specifications are clear, accurate and

complete.

The documentation shall be reviewed looking for omissions,

inconsistencies, inaccuracies and errors of ommission/irrelevant requirements

may be identified and monitored as development progress.

The test progress shall be monitored and the execution of tests and test

results shall be evaluated. Supplemental testing shall be recommended when

found necessary.

Full independent testing shall be performed without evaluating or using

designers test data base/bed, or test results.

The emphasis shall be placed on full independent analysis of the system

requirements and design specifications, independent testing and evaluation for

the systems requiring the highest reliability.

Requirements and the implementation of design shall be evaluated to

ensure that resulting system operation is functionally correct and meets the

performance objectives.

o Establishment of Traceability and Personal Responsibility

The means for controlling the revisions is through the Software

Configuration Management Plan.

The following are some procedural type of actions that are performed to

ensure personal traceability throughout the development and verification
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stages.

- The project system description and design specification documents

are dated and signed by the designer and the design team manager.

- Each original or revision of a software module written by a

programmer is dated and signed by the programmer and the lead

engineer.

- The corresponding project software verification report and software

test procedures documents are dated and signed by the author and

the verification team manager.

- Each software module verified by a verifier is dated and signed by

the verifier.

5.0 Life-Cycle Verification and Validation

This section provides the detailed plan for the V&V tasks throughout the

life cycle. The detailed plan (section 5.1 through 5.8) address the following

topics:

o Verification and Validation Tasks

o Methods and Criteria

o Inputs/Outputs

o Schedule

o Resources

o Risks and Assumptions

o Roles and Responsibilities

5.1 Management of V&V
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This section addresses the seven topics identified in 5.0 of this plan.

1) Verification and Validation Tasks

For all software, minimum tasks:

(1) Software Verification and Validation Plan(SVVP) Generation

o Generate SVVPCduring Concept Phase) for all life cycle phases in

accordance with this standard based upon available documentation,

o Include estimate of anticipated V&V activities for cycle phase,

particularly prior to Operation and Maintenance,

o Consider SVVP to be a living document, and make changes as

necessary,

o A baseline SVVP should be established prior to the Requirements

Phase.

(2) Baseline Change Assessment

o Evaluate proposed software changes(for example, anomaly corrections,

performance enhancements, requirements changes, clarifications) for

effects on previously completed V&V tasks.

o When changes are made, plan iteration of affected tasks which

includes reperforming previous V&V tasks or initiating new V&V

tasks to address the software changes created by the cyclic or
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iterative development process.

(3) Management Review of V&V

o Conduct periodic reviews of V&V efforts, technical accomplishments,

resource utilization, future planning, risk management,

o Support daily management of V&V phase activities, including

technical quality of final and interim V&V reports and results,

o Review the tasks and V&V phase summary reports of each

life-cycle phase,

o Evaluate V&V results and anomaly resolution to determine when to

proceed to next life-cycle phase and to define changes to V&V tasks

to improve the V&V efforts.

(4) Review support

o Correlate V&V task results to support managements and technical

reviews(for example, Software requirements Review, Preliminary

Design Review, Critical Design Review)

o Identify key review support milestones in SVVP.

o Schedule V&V tasks to meet milestones,

o Establish methods to exchange V&V data and results with

development efforts.

5.2 Concept Phase V&V
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This section addresses the seven topics identified in 5.0 of this plan.

1) Verification and Validation Tasks

For critical software, minimum V&V tasks:

(1) Concept Documentation Evaluation

o Evaluate concept documentation to determine if proposed concept

satisfies user needs and project objectivesCfor examples, performance

goals).

o Identify major constraints of interfacing systems and constrains or

limitations of proposed approach.

o Access allocation of functions to hardware and software items,

where appropriate.

o Access criticality of each software item.

2) Methods and Criteria

3) Inputs/Outputs

Input:

Concept Documentation; for example,

o Statement of Need,

o Advance Planning Report,

o Project Initiation Meme,
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o Feasibility Studies,

o System Definition Documentation,

o Governing Regulations,

o Procedures,

o Polices,

o Customer acceptance criteria/requirements

Output:

Task Reporting Anomaly Reports

5.2.1 Verification and Validation(V&V) Principles

This section describes a number of concepts associated with the V&V

process. In general, they cover the V&V activities during the system

development and implementation process and will affect one or more stages

of the system development/implementation.

5.2.1.1 Functional Requirements Documents

1) The functional requirements documents, which are the first product in

the system development life cycle, are required for any verification program.

2) The functional requirements documents explicitly state what the

system is required to do.

3) Requirements documents are written by the system designer to

establish the general limitations of the system scope and performance.

4) Requirements documents are also written by others to impose specific

requirements for the system to meet.
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5.2.1.2 Successive Congruence of Document Revisions

1) Design specifications shall be written which are both unambiguous and

complete.

2) Each verification process establishes traceability between revisions of

successive documents.

3) A systematic method for carrying out this traceability shall be

included in the configuration management scheme.

5.2.2 The V&V Process

The top-down design decomposition process begins with the

development of the requirements documents in establishing the overall system

design.

5.2.3 Data Base Testing

It is not sufficient to test only the algorithm to verify the correctness

of a safety related or non-safety related program. It is also necessary to

establish the correctness of the data base used by that program. This

potentially involves review of four different areas:

o data accuracy,

o data completeness

o data structures, and

o data accessibility.
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5.3 Requirements Phase V&V

The principal purpose of a requirements documents is:

o To clearly define the objectives and needs of the system design &

development process. Both the designer and the user must be able to

understand and perform a meaningful assessment of the system,

o To serve as a means against which an implementation can be

validated and the intermediate steps can be verified.

The goal of verification activities during this phase is to ensure that the

requirements documents do indeed serve the above purpose.

This section addresses the seven topics identified in 5.0 of this plan.

1) Verification and Validation Tasks

For critical software, minimum tasks:

(1) Software Requirements Traceability Analysis

o Trace SRS requirements to system requirements in concept

documentation,

o Analyze identified relationships for correctness, consistency,

completeness, accuracy.

(2) Software Requirement Evaluation
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o Evaluate SRS requirements for correctness, consistency,

completeness, accuracy, readability, and testability.

o Asses how well SRS satisfies software system objectives.

o Asses the criticality of requirements to identify key performance or

critical areas of software.

(3) software Requirement Interface Analysis

o Evaluate SRS with hardware, user, operator, and software interface

requirements documentation for correctness, consistency,

completeness, accuracy, and readability.

(4) Test Plan Generation

a. System Test Plan Generation

- Plan system testing to determine if software system

satisfies system objectives.

- Criteria for this determination are, at a minimum"

a) compliance with all functional requirements as complete

software end item in system environment

b) performance at hardware, software, user, and operator

interfaces.

c) adequacy of user documentation

d) performance at boundaries (for example, data, interface)

and under stress conditions.

- Plan tracing of acceptance test requirements to test design,
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cases, procedures, and execution results.

- Plan documentation of test tasks and results.

b. Acceptance Test Plan Generation

- Plan acceptance testing to determine if software correctly

implements system and software requirements in an

operational environment.

- Criteria for this determination are, at minimum:

a) compliance with acceptance requirements in operational

environments.

b) adequacy of user documentation

- Plan tracing of acceptance test requirements to test design,

cases, procedures, and execution results.

- Plan documentation of test tasks and results.

5.4 Design Phase V&V

The purpose of design specifications verification is to ascertain that the

design specifications are a faithful translation of the design requirements

before the design is committed for implementation.

This section addresses the seven topics identified in 5.0 of this plan.

1) Verification and Validation Tasks

For critical software, minimum tasks:

(1) Software Design Traceability Analysis
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o Trace SDD to SRS and SRS to SDD.

o Analyze identified relationships for correctness, consistency,

completeness, and accuracy.

(2) Software Design Evaluation

o Evaluate SDD for correctness, consistency, completeness, accuracy,

and testability,

o Evaluate SDD for correctness, consistency, completeness, accuracy,

and testability.

o Evaluate design for compliance with established standards,

practices, and conventions,

o Access design quality.

(3) Software Design Interface Analysis

o Evaluate SDD with hardware, operator, and software interface

requirements for correctness, consistency, completeness, and accuracy,

o At minimum, analyze data items at each interface.

(4) Test Plan Generation

a) Component Test

o Plan component testing to determine if software elements

(for example, units, modules) correctly implement component
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requirements,

o Criteria for this determination are, at minimum:

- compliance with design requirements

- assessment of timing, sizing, and accuracy.

- performance at boundaries and interfaces and under the stress

and error conditions.

o measures of test coverage and software reliability and

maintainability.

- Plan tracing of design requirements to test design, cases,

procedures, and execution results.

- Plan documentation of test tasks and results,

b) Integration Test

o Plan integration testing to determine if software elements(for

example, subelements, interfaces) correctly implement software

requirements and design.

o Criteria for this determination are, at minimum"

- compliance with increasingly larger set of functional requirements

at each stage of integration.

- assessment of timing, sizing, and accuracy.

- performance at boundaries and under the stress conditions.

- measures of functional test coverage and software reliability.

o Plan tracing of requirements to test design, cases, procedures, and

execution results,

o Plan documentation of test tasks and results.

(5) Test Design Generation
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a) Component Test

b) Integration Test

c) System Test

d) Acceptance Test

5.5 Implementation Phase V&V

The purpose of the implementation phase verification is to ascertain the

implementation documents are clear, understandable, logically correct and a

faithful translation of the design specifications. The objectives of the

implementation documents are to facilitate the effective production, testing,

use, transfer, conversion to a different environment, future modifications, and

traceability to design specifications.

This section addresses the seven topics identified in 5.0 of this plan.

1) Verification and Validation Tasks

For critical software, minimum tasks:

(1) Source Code Traceability Analysis

o Trace source code to corresponding design specifications

and design specifications to source code,

o Analyze identified relationships for correctness, consistency,

and accuracy.
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(2) source Code Evaluation

o Evaluate source code for correctness, consistency,

completeness, accuracy, and testability,

o Evaluate source code for compliance with established

standards, practices, and conventions,

o Access source code quality.

(3) Source Code Interface analysis

o Evaluate source code with hardware, operator, and software

interface design documentation for correctness, consistency,

completeness, and accuracy,

o At a minimum, analyze data items at each interface.

(4) Source Code Documentation Evaluation

o Evaluate draft code-related documents with source code to

ensure completeness, correctness, and consistency.

(5) Test Case Generation

o Develop test cases for:

a) Component Test

b) Integration Test
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c) System Test

d) Acceptance Test

- Continue tracing required by the test plan.

(6) Test Procedure Generation

o Develop test procedures for:

a) Component Test

b) Integration Test

c) System Test

- Continue tracing required by the test plan.

(7) Component Test Execution

o Perform component testing as required by component test

procedures,

o Analyze results to determine that software correctly

implements design,

o Document and trace results as required by the Test Plan.

5.6 Test Phase V&V

This section addresses the seven topics identified in 5.0 of this plan.

1) Verification and Validation Tasks
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For critical software, minimum tasks:

(1) Acceptance Test Procedure Generation

o Develop test procedures for acceptance test,

o Continue tracing required by the Test Plan.

(2) Test Execution

a) Integration Test

o Perform integration testing in accordance with test

procedures,

o Analyze results to determine if software implements

software requirements and design and that software

components function correctly together,

o Document and trace as required by the Test Plan.

b) System Tests

o Perform system testing in accordance with test procedures,

o Analyze results to determine if software satisfies system

objectives,

o Document and trace all testing results as required by the

Test Plan.

c) Acceptance Test

o Perform acceptance testing in accordance with test

procedures under formal configuration control,

o Analyze results to determine if software satisfies acceptance
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criteria.

o Document and trace all testing results as required by the

Test Plan.

5.6.1 System Testing Process

1) It is the practice that new system designs are verified to ensure

that the system equipment meets the functional requirements and

specifications.

2) In order to minimize the number or test cases required for a total

integrated system test, a sufficient number and type and of prerequisite tests

are conducted.

3) The following activities shall have taken place, and thus credit

shall be taken for them when designing the tests:

o All hardware modules shall be verified to operate in accordance

with their Hardware Design Specifications,

o All software modules and processes shall be verified to operate

in accordance with their Software Design Descriptions,

o The system shall be functionally checked to ensure that the

signal paths are in accordance with design documentation.

4) The final set of tests are called the integrated system test and

shall be conducted with all system elements connected together.

5) It is the standard practice that test cases are defined for each

step of the system validation testing which ensures that the equipment being

tested is exercised over its normal and abnormal range of inputs in a way

that assure its proper operation in an actual plant situation.
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6) The test cases specified are appropriate to the intent of the and

are selected with the knowledge of prior test runs. In particular, it is

intended that where a series of overlapping tests is defined, that the test

cases selected for the latter test make use the knowledge gained from the

earlier tests.

7) Test cases are defined with cognizance being given to the

internal and external architectural features of the system. For instance, if a

circuit board or software module is used in several applications, a rigorous

test of only one board or module required, while for the others, only a

limited test, primarily to check interfaces, is made This approach will also be

used where multi-variable inputs to a portion of the system occur. In

general, the test cases are chosen so that one variable is

exercised with others are held at a nominal value related to normal

operating conditions.

8) For complex circuits (e. g., the DNBR and KW/FT, and the trip

logic modules in protection systems), additional test cases are selected to

ensure that the complex interactions within the circuits function properly.

9) The input signals used for the system validation test are simulated.

The simulations are such as to reproduce the type of signal produced by the

actual sensor in a plant. Process noise or any other noise shall not be

simulated as this will obscure the information that is being collected; more

specifically, that the overall transfer function is in accordance with the

system design specification.

10) The two types of inputs used to exercise the system shall be

steady state and dynamic. Both types shall be used depending on the nature

of the information to be collected. For instance, channels with no time
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dependent elements shall be adequately checked using slowly varying or

incremented signals to establish gain and stable accuracies whereas channels

containing lead lag units, etc., are verified through the use of time varying

signals whose dynamic characteristics shall be precisely known. Dynamic

input signals consist of ramps and steps (the latter being a special case of

the former). The rate of change and magnitude of these signals chosen to

be consistent with the response of the channels being tested. Steps shall be

typically used to establish the time response of channel and its transient

response generally while ramps are used to demonstrate the correct system

operation and signal polarity.

11) Tests are run that demonstrate the proper operation of the

system in response to out of range conditions. These tests are designed to

drive the channels into saturation to ensure that the system responds in an

orderly and timely manner when the out of range condition is removed..

5.6.2 Unit and subsystem testing

5.6.2.1 Introduction

The unit and subsystem validation testing stage is the last and

most important stage for a unit or subsystem. In this stage the hardware

and software products of all previous stages converge into tangible

hardware and software. The hardware and software now go through th e

most rigorous stage of all, the testing stage. The hardware and software

usually will be tested for every aspect of its design.

At the beginning of this stage all documents concerning the products to

be tested have been verified for completeness and correctness. The
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documents that have been verified are the Functional Requirements, System

Description, Software Overview, Hardware and Software design Specifications,

Hardware Implementation and software Implementation Documentation.

Usually all test procedures have been written that will direct the

testing. These procedures are a step-by-step process of validating the design.

This stage is primarily the execution of the procedures and the reporting of

testing results.

5.6.2.2 Execution of Hardware Unit Validation Tests

Unit validation testing occurs in four stages: the development of

test tools and systems, the writing of detailed test procedures, the execution

of the test procedures, and the analysis of test data.

5.6.2.3 Hardware Unit Validation Tools and Systems

o The development of test tools and systems are started on or before

the hardware design specifications are released,

o At the beginning of this stage the test tools are complete or

receiving their final touch-ups.

o Validation test tools and systems are designed to make the

validation testing as simple as possible, as automated as possible,

and accurate as possible,

o The test tools encompass all aspects of the hardware that is to be

tested,

o Unit testing is based upon a bottom-up approach. In bottom-up
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testing the simplest modules shall be tested first,

o Modules are selected so that each module tested supports the next

highest level of complexity,

o Typically a module is tested for all functions, operations, voltage

margins, temperatures, temperatures at voltage margins, inputs,

outputs, accuracy, and stability,

o Bench testing is used to determine power consumption, internal

voltages, clock rates, precision sources and simple basic operations,

o Where applicable system type testing is used to test a module,

o Each part of the implementation specifications and design

specifications is tested to determine if the hardware satisfies these

specifications,

o The intensity in which the units are tested vary depending on the

application and other requirements that govern the verification

process.

5.6.2.4 Execution of Hardware Subsystem Validation Tests

o At the unit level, single modules and functions are tested.

o At the subsystem level these units are combined and tested as a

subsystem,

o At the subsystem level the bus is fully loaded and at its maximum

length.

o Unit interactions are tested in the worst possible configuration,

o The units at the subsystem level have some stimulus applied so

that the stability and accuracy of the module can be measured with
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respect to the total subsystem stability,

o Subsystem validation testing occurs in four steps: the development

of test tools and systems, the writing of detailed test procedures,

the execution of the test procedures, and the analysis of test data,

o Subsystem testing is based upon a bottom-up approach.

In bottom-up testing the simplest units and functions shall be

tested first,

o Tests are selected so that each module tested supports the next

highest level of complexity,

o Typically subsystem is tested for all functions, operations, voltage

margins, temperatures, temperatures at voltage margins, inputs,

outputs, accuracy, and stability,

o Each part of the implementation specifications and design

specifications are tested to determine if the hardware subsystem

satisfies these specifications. The intensity in which the modules are

tested shall vary depending on the application and other

requirements that govern the verification process.

5.6.2.5 Preparation of Hardware Test Results Report

1) The hardware validation test results report is divided into two

parts.

2) The first part contains all the information necessary to perform the

tests and record their results.

3) The second part contains the analysis and conclusions of the test

data. The conclusions are to accept pr reject the hardware.
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4) The hardware validation test report contains the following general

information' title page, information concerning use of document, record of

changes, list of effective sections, table of contents, list of tables, list of

figures, purpose of tests, identification of the hardware being tested, test

details, test procedure verses the test matrix, the test procedures, and the

results of the testing.

5) The hardware validation test procedures are contained within the

hardware test report.

6) The hardware validation test procedures contain the following

information:

o The test equipment to be used, a description of the test

equipment, the model and serial numbers of all test equipment to

be used, the manufacturer of the test equipment and the

calibration due date,

o The test set-ups which contain all the required information

necessary to prepare the hardware for-testing. Items such as

cabling, power supply hook-ups, and test equipment hook-ups,

are in sketch form and are accompanied with all necessary

instructions and check-out procedures. The test set-ups give a

sufficient amount of information so that an independent party

can perform the tests,

o A data record sheet on which all recordings, printouts, recorded

values and the like are to be recorded, and

o The step-by-step instructions on how to perform the tests, the

readings to be taken, the input values, and any other needed

information are contained in the validation test procedure.
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7) Each test and the recorded information shall be signed-off by the

person performing the tests.

5.6.2.6 Hardware Verification Test Procedure Conclusions

1) When all testing is complete on a particular set of modules the

conclusions part of the test report is prepared.

2) The formation of a conclusion is a step-by-step analysis of all

the recorded information.

3) Each recorded item is checked for the proper values, responses,

limits, and any other parameter that is applicable, and the results shall be

compared to the implementation specifications.

4) Each item in the implementation specification is verified as being

acceptable or unacceptable.

5) The final conclusion is either pass or fail.

5.6.2.7 Software Unit Validation Tests.

1) At the unit level the software is not integrated into the system.

2) The unit is isolated from the rest of the system so it can be

extensively tested, normally in a host environment first and successively in a

target environment.

3) Each unit is tested in order to have the maximum topological

coverage (all instructions, all branches, all paths) compatible with the criteria

fixed in Section 4.2.6 Results are checked with precalculated values.
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5.6.2.8 Expected software Unit Level Errors

Unit testing includes two major areas, logic testing and computation

testing.

The purpose of logic testing is to find and correct errors in the code and

resolve potential abnormal behavior, such as:

o Stopping or trapping executions in a loop,

o Incorrect logic decisions,

o Lack of logic to handle certain legitimate combinations of input

conditions.

o Lack of logic to handle missing input data.

The logic should be exercised to determine that only the expected

outcome is obtained.

The purpose of computation testing is to find and correct errors in the

computation sequence, performance, accuracy, timing and Proper initialization

of numerical algorithms for:

o Data within specifications.

o Data outside specifications (abnormal data),

o Boundary data,

o Singularity data, and

o Fixed point and units.

5.6.2.9 Software Subsystem Validation Tests

At the subsystem level the software is integrated into the

subsystem hardware The purpose of subsystem level test is to show the
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proper integration of the software modules and that functionally related

modules correctly interact to perform the intended function. It involves

additional physical resources over and above that required for the required for

the single module testing.

5.6.2.10 Expected Software Subsystem Level Errors

o Subsystem testing shall address the following problems that may

be expected to occur at the subsystem level:

o Linkage between modules such as:

- Data and control flow,

- Order, type and number of arguments in subroutine calls, and

- Absence of spurious outputs from, or undesired changes in,

a global data base.

o Timing behavior,

o Intended sequence of events including-'

- Setting or resetting global flags, and

- Initialization of variables,

o And possible undesirable behavior of feedback loops

5.6.2.11 Execution of Software Unit and Subsystem Validation Tests

o The Execution of test cases are included:

o conducting the test according to test procedure,

o preparing records required by test procedure, and

o taking actions required by the test procedure.
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5.6.2.12 Software Test Equipment

1) The software is tested with a collection of tools applied with

engineering judgment, both in the host and target environments.

2) The application of one tool instead of another will depend upon the

particular test activity that shall be carried out on a particular module.

3) Testing in the host environment shall be essentially structural

testing.

4) Testing in the target environment shall be essentially functional

testing.

5) Software drivers, together with structural testing supporting tools

provide the major supports to test software that is resident on the host

computer.

6) The software is exercised efficiently and extensively.

7) Statistics are gathered and the results shall be presented in an

organized manner that is readily reviewable.

8) In-Circuit Emulation of the microprocessor CPU is a powerful tool

for testing in the target environment and is used as required.

9) Partial and conditional execution of the software is also possible.

10) Simulation of external signals is used in software testing in the

target environment.

By simulating external signals the software will execute in an

environment that closely approximates actual operating conditions.

5.6.2.13 Software Test Application
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1) Tests are applied to the software and documented by the design

team or V&V team

2) Single modules or units which do not interact directly with the

hardware shall be tested on the host computer either by structural testing or

by functional testing in relation to the modules (group of modules) application

to safety.

3) For functional testing of single modules or groups of modules the

external environment is simulated by a test program or a software driver,

which shall run on the host environment.

4) Results of functional testing are compared with precalculated

values which may be obtained either from the Software Design Requirements

or by off-line computer modeling.

5) For structural testing, single modules or a group of modules are

tested with test data derived either from an analysis of the code or from the

program specification.

6) A testing coverage tool, where possible, is used to keep track of

the percentage of instructions, branches and paths covered by the test cases.

7) Modules or subsystems which interact directly with the hardware

are tested on a Microprocessor development System with an In-Circuit

Emulator, as required, which enables the tester to interact with the software

on the actual hardware.

8) External signal simulation is used whenever it is judged necessary

by the chief verifier.

5.6.2.14 Software Test Inputs
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1) In general most of the test inputs at th unit and the sub-system

level are supplied by the design team and reviewed by the V&V team.

2) Although safety criteria may require some test to be performed

(especially at the system validation level), and the design team may

recommend some tests or test strategies, it is the V&V team who is

responsible for the correctness of the software and for the actual test

selection and test application.

3) Testing techniques are divided into different categories.

4) Usually no single technique will be sufficient for testing a module,

and so a combination of them are used.

5.6.2.15 Preparation of Software Test Results Report(STRR)

1) The Software Test Results Report is given the complete test

results.

2) In conjunction with the software Validation Test Procedures and

the Software Verification Requirements, the STRR contains enough

information to enable an independent party to repeat the test and understand

it.

3) The Software Test Results Report includes.

a. Input Test Listing: This is a list of the actual test inputs applied

to the software.

b. Output Test Listing: A list of the actual test outputs.

c. Additional Data: This section gives all the additional data needed

to repeat the tests. It shall include timing information, sequence of events,
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etc.

d. Cross Reference: This section refers to the corresponding

sections in the software Validation Test Procedure.

e. Conformance with Criteria: This section summarizes verbally the

test results. It refers to the test criteria in the Software Validation Test

Procedure and determines if the software does or does not conform with it.

f. Error Incidence Report: This section is a log of all the errors

discovered during the Validation Phase. It includes the relevant information

on the error, its type, the author of th defective module, and the cause of the

error, It is used to detect weak links in the software generation chain.

4) The Test Report satisfies the following set of questions that

guarantee the complete traceability of the testing process and its repeatability.

5.6.3 System Validation Testing

5.6.3.1 Introduction

The verification process has provided an orderly step-by-step

assurance of a true translation through the requirements, design and

implementation phases, each step being assessed upon the basis of the

previous step. The integrated system validation process involves determining

whether the system meet it's functional requirements e. g., functional

operations, system level performance, external interfaces, testability, and other

requirements as stated during the definition phase. System validation

evaluates the system performance in an environment which is real, or as

close to real as can reasonably be created; therefore, the fully integrated

system with the actual system hardware and software is required. In large
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system applications, it may be required that validation testing begin at the

subsystem level. Subsystem validation is usually desirable, to ease the error/

failure isolation, even if not mandated.

The validation test environment must be configured to fit the system

being tested, it should be matched to the available resources as much as

practical to create the real operating environment.

The system validation process usually involves operational exercises of

the system to assure the functional requirements are met. In some instances,

system validation activities overlap those conducted earlier during verification

and/or subsystem validation. Typical validation tasks are listed below:

1) The system functional operations is validated using the "black

box" method, i. e. validating th system outputs by means of actuating

prescribed inputs. Validation is conducted using the limits and ranges as

designated in the system functional requirements, which are included in the

system design requirements. The major validation areas shall be:

o Functional operation,

o System level performance,

o External interfaces, and

o Internal interfaces.

2) Failure performance testing is executed on a functional operations

basis.

3) Transient tests are executed to validate system functional

operations.

4) Independent validation tests and scenarios as required to validate

the system design.

5) System validation procedures are updated, if required.
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6) Final developer's documentation, to be:

o Complete,

o Accurate/ compatible with delivered system, and

o Compliant with standards.

7) Validation test results are evaluated to be:

o Complete /consistent with procedures,

o Traceable to functional requirements, and

o Document results in Test Results Manual.

5.6.3.2 Expected System Errors

The following are possible system errors:

o The inability of the system to accomplish specific system functions,

o The inability of the system to respond to multi-variable transients

such as those the system would experience while performing its

missing in the plant,

o The inability of the system to satisfy system response time for

each actuation function.

5.6.3.3 Concepts and Methods Directing System Validation

1) System validation is conducted to ascertain that all the

requirements of the system are fulfilled.

2) The following problems are addressed by all parties that participate

in system validation:

o Creating an effective set of test cases,
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o Creating an efficient test environment,

o Managing test data, and

o Evaluating when to stop testing.

3) Validation test preparation steps, developed to address the above

problems, include:

o Designing test cases against established test criteria. Test criteria

for designing test cases for a specific system, will be established in the

system Validation Requirements Document.

o Creating a test database that relates each test to its

requirements and manages test cases and test results.

o Setting pre-defined, realistic goals against which test

accomplishment can be measured.

5.6.3.3 Examples of Test Goals

1) All the system operational functions, functions that must be

accomplished be the system are tested individually in normal and abnormal

operations.

2) Combination of functions are tested.

3) System tolerance to failure is tested.

4) Built-in test capabilities are tested.

5) Time response to defined events are tested.

5.6.3.4 Effectiveness of Simulation as a Validation Tool

Time itself is the essence in real-time system and no amount of
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individual module testing can validate the temporal performance of the

complete system.

Only the real world or, more likely, an accurate model of the real world

can provide realistic input test data for the final stages of system validation.

The use of a simulator for system validation is the nearest one can get

to real life. However it should not be thought that this approach makes

trivial real-time system validation. Accurate simulation can be very expensive

and real-time simulation even more so. Precision simulators for a large

process plant can take many man-years to construct. For this reason, the use

of simulation techniques must be carefully considered in relation to other

validation techniques. Not least, whenever there is a discrepancy between real

behavior and expected behavior, there is still the problem of determining

whether it is the system under evaluation or the simulator itself which is at

fault. It id most important that any such problem revealed by this procedure

is carefully analyzed before a correction is applied: one must not correct the

real world to fit the error. However it is often the case that this

identification involves much work in analyzing the plant or system

requirements specification. Because of the complexity of the equations which

model the real plant and have to be solved at very frequent intervals, it is

not uncommon to find that the simulation does not perform in real time.

However for validation, a simulator has a great advantage in that while

both the system specification and the simulator may be incorrect because of

difficulties in understanding the real plant, they are not usually both based on

the same development personnel or environment. Consequently, any

inconsistencies are less likely to coincide and testing with respect to a

simulator may, in suitable circumstances, offer enhanced reliability
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expectations. It is expecially noteworthy that the requirements specifications

for the simulator and control system program and plant simulator is enhanced

by the fact that simulators are often constructed from standardized modules

and can to a large extent, be validated independently from any specific

application.

The use of a simulator in system validation can, on its own, only lead

to a confidence in the system of the same magnitude as the confidence in

the accuracy of the simulator itself. Like testing techniques, the use of a

simulator only detects anomalies; no anomalies detected does not prove that

the system under investigation is error-free. For safety-related systems,

much caution is necessary.

A simulator should have been extensively used before it is accepted as part

of the overall validation procedure.

Despite the controversy of this section, simulators can be important in

real time system validation. When the process plant to be controlled is too

dangerous to be used for testing the system, or the plant is not yet in

existence, a simulator provides the only means of checking the system in

terms of its real world requirement rather than as a computer system on its

own.

5.6.3.5 Execution of System Validation Test

1) Integrated system validation test is conducted in accordance with

the Integrated system Validation Test Procedures. The inputs for each test

case is produced by:

o A Real-time simulator capable of driving the integrated system in
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real-time.

o Simulating plant transients on a digital computer, using safety

analysis codes, recording those transients on an analog tape

recorder and injecting them into the system prototype through its

normal inputs.

o Manually

2) As the simulated transients are injected into the integrated system

prototype, the response of the system is measured by recording various

actuation logic signals.

3) These signals include system level actuation output, such as the

reactor trip breaker actuation of the system level safety injection actuation in

a protection system, and certain internal signals, such as the individual

partial trip signals that are the inputs to the trip logic module.

4) The acceptance of the test results is based on a comparison of the

actual measured first occurrence of the logic signals transitions to the

predicted response of the system. The minimum set of output signals to be

recorded for each simulated transient used as a test case must be selected.

5) The logic actuation expected to occur within the established time

response.

5.6.3.6 Preparation of System Validation Test Report

1) The verifier is responsible for producing the system validation test

report.

2) This document and the system environmental validation test

results, are combined to provide the system test results manual. The system
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validation test report should include the following minimal information:

o Title page including all pertinent front matter information,

o Introduction including scope and objectives,

o Identification of what modules, subsystems, or system functions

are to be validated.

o Explanation of tests and test results. This explanation shall be in

the form of a data sheet, and it should be self-explanatory

regarding testing the system(e. g., by tag number, serial number,

and /or rack/cabinet numbers). The data sheet should also identify

the input signals, with the desired and actual outputs.

A space should also be provided for required accuracies and test results.

Space shall also be provided for the tester's signature and the acceptance

sign-off by another engineer or verifier. Graphic data obtained during testing,

such as recorder charts, computer printouts, etc., shall be used as additional

documentation.

o Summary of the test results and error incident reports,

o Any revisions made to the system that would require additional

validation test and document changing shall be maintained

through configuration management control.

5.7 Installation and Checkout Phase V&V

This section addresses the seven topics identified in 5.0 of this plan.

1) Verification and Validation Tasks

For critical software, minimum tasks:

(1) Installation Configuration Audit
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o Audit installation package to determine that all software products

required to correctly install and operate the software are present,

including operations documentation,

o Analyze all site-dependant parameters or conditions to determine

that supplied values are correct,

o Conduct analyses or tests to determine that installed software

corresponds to software subjects to V&V.

(2) Final V&V Report Generation

o Summarize all V&V activities and results, including status and

disposition of anomalies in the V&V final report.

5.8 Operation and Maintenance Phase V&V

This section addresses the seven topics identified in 5.0 of this plan.

1) Verification and Validation Tasks

For critical software, minimum tasks:

(1) Software Verification and Validation Plan Revision

o For software verified and validated under this standard, revise

SVVP to comply with new constraints based upon available

documentation.

o For software not verified and validated under this standard, write

new SVVP.

(2) Anomaly Evaluation

o Evaluate severity of anomalies in software operation,

o Analyze effect of anomalies on system.
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(3) Proposed Change Assessment

o Assess all proposed modifications, enhancements, or additions to

determine to which V&V tasks would be iterated.

(4) Phase Task Iteration

o For approved software changes, perform V&V tasks necessary to

ensure that: planned changes are implemented correctly; all

documentation is complete and up to date; and no unacceptable

changes have occurred in software performance.

6.0 Software Verification and Validation Reporting

This section describes how the results of implementing the Plan will be

documented.

specify: content, format, and timing of all V&V reports.

These reports constitute the Software Verification and Validation

Report(SVVR)

6.1 Required Reports

The following reports shall be generated for each software V&V reports.

1) Task reporting

2) V&V Phase summary

- contains the following:

a) Description of V&V tasks performed

b) Summary of task results

c) Summary of anomalies and resolution
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d) Recommendations

3) Anomaly report

- contains the following:

a) Description and location

b) Input

c) Criticality

d) Recommendations

4) V&V final Report

- contains the following:

a) Summary of all life-cycle V&V tasks

b) Summary of task results

c) Summary of anomalies and resolutions

d) Assessment of overall software quality

e) Recommendations

6.2 Optional Reports

1) Special Studies Report

2) Other Reports

7.0 Verification and Validation Administrative Procedures

The software products that are input to the V&V effort are often changed

as, for example, the results of anomaly corrections, performance

enhancements, requirements changes, and clarifications. When changes are

made, V&V tasks are iterated by repeating previous tasks or initiating new
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ones. V&V task iteration is needed to ensure that planned changes are

implemented correctly, all documentation is complete and up to date, and no

unacceptable changes in software performance have occurred.

Administrative procedures should include criteria for appropriate

allocation of V&V resources as changes are evaluated. Without such

procedures resources might be overextended in one or more areas, to the

detriment of the project as a whole.

The criteria used to determine the extent to which V&V tasks are to be

repeated when their inputs change may include assessments of change;

criticality; and cost, schedule, or quality effects. Historical data may also be

helpful in V&V task iteration policy.

Issues to be considered in selecting criteria may include the following :

o What portions of development documentation will be re-evaluated in

response to a change ? For example, would revision of the Software

Requirements Specification require review of the entire document, or of

only those portions identified by the developers as revised in response to

anomaly reports ?

o What degree of regression testing will be necessary when the software

is changed ? (Component ? Integration ? System ? Acceptance ?)

o Is it necessary to repeat the V&V tasks until all anomalies are resolved

? (For noncritical anomalies, this may not be necessary or practical.)

o Will this V&V effort be continued into operations and maintenance ? If

not, at what point are changes considered to be maintenance and beyond

the current V&V scope ?

Project changes or external factors may make it necessary to deviate

from the SVVP. Any such deviations should be documented and approved
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before they are allowed to occur. A standard form may be prepared,

including task identification, deviation rational, and effect on software quality.

Tracking information may also be included. The personnel preparing and

approving the deviation request should be identified

Deviations in the execution of the SVVP are reported in the SVVRs.

The approved deviations may be documented in the V&V final report by

including copies of the forms or memos, or by listing forms or memos

available separately for reference. Deviations that apply to a given task or

phase should also be documented in the corresponding V&V task report or

phase summary report.

If a deviation is expected to occur again, or if it will have a significant

effect on remaining activities, consider revising the SVVP.

The software verification and validation plan is the quality control

feature of the software development plan and forms a vital part of the

documentation. The Software Verification and Validation Plan (SVVP)

describe the methods used for reviews, analysis, inspections, and testing of

the safety critical software. It should give acceptance criteria for both

verification and validation approvals. Personal who will be witness should be

named. The plan includes all phases of the software development plan.

This documents is based on the requirements of 10 CFR 50,

ASME/NQA-1, Draft Regulatory Guide 1054, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1059,

RG/CR-6101, RG/CR-6263.

This supporting standards are based on the IEEE standard for IEEE Std

7-4.3.2, DEC-880 ,IEEE Std 1012 and IEEE Std 1059-1993.

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) has a Quality
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Assurance Program and a Quality Assurance Procedure. Quality Assurance

Manual is responsive to the Atomic Energy Laws of the Republic of Korea,

ASME/NQA-1 and other regulations and standards as well as client

requirements and is intended for various nuclear projects pursued by the

Nuclear Power Engineering Groups (NPEG) which involves Industrial

Technology Cooperation Group, Nuclear Power Projects Group, Nuclear Fuel

Technology Group and Reactor Development Group except some organizations

not related to nuclear projects. The manual describe the ways which all

NPEG personnel must follow to obtain and assure the best quality of our

outputs. However, it is not intended that the rules in this Quality Assurance

Manual be followed mindlessly, since there is no substitute for technical

competence.

Quality Assurance Program (QAM) is applied to Light Water Reactor

(LWR) NSSS design activities and LWR core and fuel design activities to be

done in NPEG. This QAM is supplemented by Quality Assurance Procedures

and by other documents as required to control the nuclear projects.

The QAM is the highest level documentation of the KAERI Nuclear

Power Engineering Groups Quality Assurance Program. The Quality

Assurance Procedures (QAP) provide detailed instructions which implement

detailed requirements of the QAM. KAERI arrangements are as follows •

KAERI Technology QA Manual

KAERI Technology Procedures

NPEG QA Procedures Manual > QA Software Programs

Department Software Procedure > Work instructions
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Appendix A-l : Required V&V Tasks, Inputs, and Outputs for Life-Cycle

Phases

(5.1 MANAGEMENT OF V&V)

(1) Software Verification and Validation Plan(SVVP) Generation

(2) Baseline Change Assesment

(3) Management Review

(4) Review Support

(5.2 CONCEPT PHASE V&V)

(1) Concept Documentation Evaluation

(5.3 REQUIREMENTS PHASE V&V)

(1) Software Requirements Traceability Analysis

(2) Software Requirements Evaluation

(3) Software Requirements Interface Analysis

(4a) System Test Plan Generation

(4b) Acceptance Test Plan Generation

(5.4 DESIGN PHASE V&V)

(1) Design Traceability

(2) Design Evaluation

(3) Design Interface Analysis

(4a) Component Test Plan generation

(4b) Integration Test Plan Generation

(5) Test Design Generation
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(5.5 IMPLEMENTATION PHASE V&V)

(1) Source Code TraceabiHty Analysis

(2) Source Code Evaluation

(3) Source Code Interface Analysis

(4) Source Code Documentation Evaluation

(5) Test Case Generation

(6) Test Procedure Generation

(7) Component Test Execution

(5.6 TEST PHASE V&V)

(1) Test Procedure Generation

(2a) Integration Test Execution

(2b) System Test Execution

(2c) Acceptance Test Execution

(5.7 INSTALLATION AND CHECKOUT PHASE V&V)

(1) Installation Configuration Audit

(2) V&V Final Report Generation

(5.8 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PHASE V&V)

(1) Software V&V Plan Revision

(2) Anomaly Evaluation

(3) Proposed Change Assessment

(4) Phase Task Iteration
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We found essential problems followed by digitalizing of

instrumentation and control. A scheme is divided into hardware and

software to resolve these problems.

We have analyzed the hardware V&V methodologies about common mode failure,

commercial grade dedication process and electromagnetic compatibility, we have developed

several guidelines, the software classification guideline, the quality assurance handbook for

the software in digital I&C, the software V&V planning guideline, and the software safety

guideline. And then, we have established the integrated environment for the safety-critical

software based on the Computer Aided Software Engineering(CASE) tools. We have also

surveyed a trend and application case of test facility for establishment of functional

requirements. Input/output interface which connects among the host computer and developed

target and panel are designed and manufactured using VXI bus. The developed functional'

test facility is used for test and validate the automatic start-up intelligent control svstenij

the dynamic alarm system, the accident identification system using hidden Markov model.j

and the intelligent logic tracking system. The result of evaluation of the above M Memsj

shows the functional test facility performance is sufficient in normal operating and transient:

conditions.
I l&C Test, Verification, Validation, Guideline, Development Environment.1Subject Keywords

(About 10 words) Test Facility, Real-time simulation




